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Thesis Abstract

This thesis was submitted to the faculty of Innovation, Design and Technology, IDT, at Mälardalen university in Västerås, Sweden as a partial fulfillment of the requirements to obtain the M.Sc. in computer science, specializing in embedded systems. The work presented was carried out in the months January to June in 2014 partially in Volvo Construction Equipment, Volvo CE, Eskilstuna, and partially at Mälardalen university in Västerås.

Federated Resilient Embedded Systems Technology for AUTOSAR, FRESTA, is a collaborative project between Volvo and the Swedish Institute of Computer Science, SICS, that aims to make it possible to add third party applications to vehicle’s computer systems without compromising system security and robustness. The mechanism is developed by SICS for AUTOSAR, AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture, an open standardized automotive software architecture for vehicles.

The following report documents the efforts to study and port the FRESTA mechanism to the Volvo CE platform, and develop a Java application to test the porting. The investigation will aspire to determine if it is feasible to introduce Java based third party applications to resource constrained embedded systems, without causing a deterioration in the predictability and security of the system.
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## List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTOSAR</td>
<td>AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRESTA</td>
<td>Federated Resilient Embedded Systems Technology for AUTOSAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volvo CE</td>
<td>Volvo Construction Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SICS</td>
<td>Swedish Institute of Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECU</td>
<td>Electronic Control Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>Controller Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN</td>
<td>Local Interconnect Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMI</td>
<td>Human Machine Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM</td>
<td>Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Read Only Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBSE</td>
<td>Component Based Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFB</td>
<td>Virtual Functional Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSW</td>
<td>Basic SoftWare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTE</td>
<td>RunTime Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>Application SoftWare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>Integrated Development Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTOS</td>
<td>Real Time Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVM</td>
<td>Java Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>Kilobyte Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNI</td>
<td>Java Native Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>Garbage Collector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTSJ</td>
<td>Real Time Specification for Java,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Polling Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Deferrable Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Sporadic Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVS</td>
<td>Microsoft Visual Studio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEM</td>
<td>Original Equipment Manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAA</td>
<td>Open Automotive Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENIVI</td>
<td>GENeva In Vehicle Infotainment systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dedicated to my family and Kristina.
The first chapter highlights the goals and motivation of the research conducted in this thesis, and provides an overview of the document structure.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation for Thesis

Customization is everywhere today. Electronic devices are no longer designed to be rigid units, where a change of functionality requires the purchase of a new device. The world is becoming smarter and devices more customizable to specific users. TVs are giving way to smart TVs, phones are making way for smart phones, and now automotive electronics are also starting to change.

Making vehicles customizable by downloading applications from trusted external servers, instead of through a return to the dealership, has major advantages for both the customer and seller. Customers can customize vehicles through the click of a button and car manufacturers and dealers are, through opening application stores, introducing a service industry to what was for the most part a “once-off purchase” goods industry.

1.1.1 Research Objective

Most of the work in the area of integrating third party applications into vehicles that will be discussed in section 1.2, will show that approaches appear to be aimed solely at infotainment systems. This approach is akin to treating a vehicle as a mobile phone by enhancing the infotainment system, but vehicles are more than mobile phones with greater functionality and capabilities, and it appears depreciative to limit third party applications to the infotainment system. A platform is needed to open selected signals in all the electronic systems in a vehicle to third party applications.

This raises a very interesting question. There is a vast ecosystem of application developers today, the majority of which use Java as the programming language of choice [1]. So if third party applications are to be easily integrated into a vehicles electronic systems, utilizing the large system of developers and application development processes already in place through mobile phone application development, Java may have to be introduced to vehicle systems. The question is “How will Java survive in resource constrained embedded systems?”.

Porting a full version of Java with all the capabilities of Java used in desktop computers or modern mobile phones is out of the question due to memory and processor constraints, so how does embedded Java fair? Is the subset of classes available to embedded Java enough to entice third party developers to design applications? How does including Java in a resource
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constrained hard real time embedded system effect predictability and the overall security of the system?

This thesis report will endeavor to answer the questions posed, and investigate if it is feasible to have deterministic Java in resource constrained hard real time embedded systems.

1.2 Related Work

The automotive industry has recently started evaluating mechanisms to open automotive electronics to third party applications, with some platforms already being developed and prototype models displayed at car exhibitions [2,3]. There is a realization of the consumer need for levels of adaptability and customization in vehicles and efforts are being made to facilitate those desires.

A brief analysis of the current third party application automotive platforms will now be given in section 1.2.1. A state of the art report on third party application development platforms was compiled and the applicable findings are now discussed. This is not an exhaustive account, but rather a cross section of the options available in the marketplace as of June 2014.

1.2.1 Third Party Application Development Platforms

There are many platforms being developed today to integrate third party applications in automotive electronics with Original Equipment Manufacturers, OEMs, developing their own app stores, and accommodating existing app stores in systems [4]. This introduces significant challenges with regards to mixing infotainment systems with safety critical systems [5].

The challenge to establish systems where soft real time systems and hard real time systems cooperate without the detriment of either is significant. The underlying hard real time schedule must never be tampered with or compromised through the addition of third party applications, whilst ensuring a degree of reliability for the applications.

There also exists a responsibility to ensure the downloaded applications do not accumulate to become excessively distractive to vehicle operators. There must be a balance between functionality and user interface with regards to the number of apps downloaded to a vehicle.
1.2.1.1 General Motors OnStar

General motors established the OnStar platform in 1995 [6] and as of May 2005 it had more than 4 million customers [7]. It is an application that monitors vehicle diagnostics and utilizes a Global Positioning System, GPS, location to offer a variety of services to the user [8].

One area at which the application is aimed is theft prevention. OnStar has the ability to remotely deactivate vehicles. This means that vehicles involved in high speed police chases can be remotely shut down, potentially saving money on police resources and no longer endangering public lives [9]. This has successfully enabled police to halt high speed chases and recover stolen vehicles undamaged [10].

The OnStar system collects data using the on-board diagnostics system and a built-in GPS functionality [6]. It is installed in vehicles as original equipment during vehicle manufacturing and in consequence it is not possible for third party developers to install new applications on the system, but the extra functionality installed through OnStar at manufacturing time illustrates the potential advantages of installing applications, so called “apps”, in vehicles.

1.2.1.2 Ford and General Motors Infotainment Systems

At the Consumer Electronics Show, CES, in Las Vegas in 2014 Ford and General Motors announced the opening of vehicle infotainment systems to third party developers [2]. Applications can now be developed and submitted for distribution through the Ford application store, which when accepted, will be available to customers free of charge [11].

The three principle app development categories that Ford are focused on are: news and information, music and entertainment, and navigation and location [2]. The apps will have access to vehicles audio and display systems, along with some data from the engine like mileage and speed. They will access the internet through a connected phone, or the cars own internet link [11].

Applications are expected to follow the Apple app model [12], with Ford stringent on acceptance criteria, and inclined to veto applications with potential to cause excessive distraction to the operator of the vehicle [13].
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1.2.1.3 Cisco AutoGuard

At the 2013 North American International Auto Show [3], NAIAS, Cisco announced that it would be introducing a range of security products aimed at enhancing security in vehicle area networks [14].

This is not a platform for developing applications, but rather software to protect real-time over the air updates for vehicle electronic control units [15]. As such the system falls under the scope of this report and deserves mentioning as it brings to light the move developers and original equipment manufactures, OEMs, are making towards fully updateable and customizable vehicles.

1.2.1.4 Apple iOS in the Car

Apple announced plans to integrate iPhones and iPads with vehicles during the world developers conference in June 2013 [16]. When a customer enters the vehicle with an iPad/iPhone, the iPad/iPhone synchronizes with the infotainment display and customizes the display with a unique set of apps customized for each specific user [16]. While the extent of the access that the iOS has is still unsure, potential areas for development include maps, music, and a general extension of any current Apple device capability [17].

Apple’s growing interest to integrate iOS with vehicles demonstrates the appetite among developers to develop apps for the automotive electronics world. Indeed a survey by Appcelerator in December 2013 showed that two thirds of developers listed iOS in the car as a platform that should be prioritized in 2014 [18], even though Apple have yet to even confirm if “third party” apps will be supported by iOS in the car.

1.2.1.5 Google Android Automotive Alliance

The Open Automotive Alliance [19], OAA, is an alliance of car manufacturers and the visual computing firm NVIDIA. They have come together to develop a platform that can bring the Google android experience to the dashboard of cars. The alliance are working toward the integration of android devices in vehicles to enable the vehicle itself as a connected android device. The OAA are working closely with several road safety organizations like the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, NHTSA, to ensure safety standards are adhered to and that drivers will not get overly distracted.
by disruptive apps. The first car equipped with the platform is due for roll-out in the summer of 2014 bringing the 700,000 existing android apps to the dashboard [20].

1.2.1.6 GENIVI

GENeva In Vehicle Infotainment systems, GENIVI, is a non profit alliance dedicated to open source development of vehicle infotainment systems and applications [21]. GENIVI has over 160 members, and is working towards the creation of an open source Linux based infotainment system.

The problem with infotainment systems available today is the difficulty to introduce new software not just to different car models, but entire generations of cars. This is the driving force behind the GENIVI alliance [22]. If successful the platform would mean that developers could develop new software that could run on all vehicles with the GENIVI platforms. This would be a big step toward opening automotive systems to third party apps.

1.2.1.7 OpenXC Platform

Ford has been working on developing the OpenXC Platform, which strives to present the car in a manner similar to that in which developers view smart phones [23]. Drivers are installed on a small piece of hardware that can read vehicle sensors and control units, and convert them to a format that can be read by compatible android apps [24]. The OpenXC platform has been distributed to firms and universities and has already lead to the creation of some “vehicle-aware” applications [24].

1.3 Conclusions and Observations

Considering the platforms that are currently available or in development leads to a predominant observation. There appears to be two distinct directions and approaches for delivering applications to vehicles; integrating a mobile device with a vehicle to use it as a vessel to connect to apps through the mobile device, or an OEM run app store where apps are downloaded directly to the vehicle.
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Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of the first method are:

- A large mobile developer ecosystem that is already in place.
- Application updates that are easily managed.
- Phone and car applications that are managed in the same place.

The big disadvantage of the first method is that the mobile device is only interacting with the infotainment system, and whatever signals the infotainment system has access to. This limits the potential of applications, and the solution of routing signals through the infotainment system introduces the headache of extra signals running through the controller area network bus, described in section 2.1.2.1.

A survey carried out by the center of automotive research during January 2014 [25] found that the average car now contains an average of 60 microprocessors and more than 10 million lines of software code. Confining applications signal access to just a single vehicle infotainment system seems excessively restrictive.

The advantages of the second method include:

- The potential to open all vehicle systems to applications.
- Greater customization possibilities.
- Greater diagnostic surveillance opportunities.

The second method has the potential to excel where the first method falls short. Turning a vehicle into a smart vehicle by opening up selected signals from all the vehicles systems offers virtually unlimited possibilities for developers. However this method comes intertwined with huge safety concerns.

If this system was based on the Java virtual machine approach FRESTA uses outlined in section 2.4 it would offer solutions to some of the safety concerns surrounding potential memory leaks in applications, by using garbage collection algorithms. The drawback to this method is that the garbage collector also presents some issues. The unpredictability of the garbage collector makes it tough to use in real time embedded systems so an approach to combat this uncertainty would be necessary.

The solution could possibly lie in a hybrid of both methods [26] through using embedded modems in vehicles for some functionality, with a mobile phone also being used for some applications. However along with combining the advantages of both methods, the disadvantages of both would have to be managed, and amalgamating both methods would have to be well planned and organized.
1.4 Thesis Overview

The objectives of the work reported in this thesis are primarily to: 1) Study the Volvo CE platform and FRESTA mechanism; 2) Analyze what is necessary for the porting; 3) Port the FRESTA platform to the Volvo CE platform; and 4) Develop an application to test the porting. The structure of the thesis seeks to follow the objectives outlined while simultaneously investigate the feasibility of Java in resource constrained embedded systems.

Chapter 2 provides a brief background in the areas of automotive electronics, Java, and component based software engineering. It delivers an introduction on the technical background of the thesis work and describes some of the pertinent elements related to the investigation.

Chapter 3 is an analysis of what is necessary for the porting and the porting work. It starts by developing a porting plan, then details some of the porting steps taken, and ends with a discussion evaluating the porting process undertaken in this thesis and other related porting efforts.

Chapter 4 outlines the Java application development process. The reasons behind the application chosen, along with possible extensions to the application and developing applications for vehicles in general, are discussed.

Finally chapter 5 contains the results and conclusions observed, and endeavors to answer some of the questions regarding Java in resource constrained embedded systems.
The second chapter introduces the software and technology used, and presents a background of the main technological components, in the thesis.
2. Background

2.1 Automotive Electronic Systems

Auto electronics are becoming increasingly important in vehicles. Since the introduction of electronics for emission control in engines, the evolution of electronics in automobiles has advanced rapidly [27]. Auto electronics are used to control almost every system in a vehicle, with Figure 2.1 depicting a small cross section of the electronic systems available in vehicles.

Automotive electronics are now increasingly utilized to implement safety systems under the mantra “A smarter car is a safer car” [28], whilst simultaneously customers expect more infotainment applications integrated in vehicles. This has lead to an industry that has a growing demand for integrating applications with diverging real-time and criticality requirements on the same microcontroller [29].

Mixed criticality systems introduces challenges in the development of software components for vehicles. What happens when soft real time systems such as infotainment systems try to integrate with hard real time safety critical systems such as brakes or airbag deployment systems? Well that is one of the main questions this thesis sets out to answer.

Are mixed criticality systems viable in vehicles? How can system failures or integration bugs be prevented when applications are introduced to vehicle systems? Clearly integrating applications with safety critical platforms require
the art of limiting the applications influence while interacting and sharing resources [29].

### 2.1.1 Electronic Control Units

Electronic Control Units, ECUs, are microcontroller based systems in vehicles that control various functions. As vehicles come to incorporate an increasing number of electronic systems, the number of ECUs in vehicles rise. It is not uncommon for a single vehicle to include 40-70 ECUs [30] to regulate the various systems independently and cooperatively through communication channels. A typical block diagram can be seen in Figure 2.2 [31].

Having an increasing number of microcontrollers in a vehicle boasts many advantages - a more modular design, an improved distribution of systems, etc. - but there are also disadvantages, mainly increasing system complexity and complicating safety designs. In 2013 a lawsuit was brought against Toyota after a sudden acceleration fault was found in several Toyota vehicles [32]. During the trial, embedded systems experts who reviewed Toyota’s electronic throttle source code testified that Toyota’s source code was defective, and that it contained bugs - including bugs that could cause unintended acceleration [33].

Clearly if there is to be a move towards “plug in applications” that can plug into an ECU, as is the background of this thesis, stringent safety strategies must be developed and rigidly enforced.

### 2.1.2 Communication

As eluded to in section 2.1.1, automotive systems are distributed across multiple ECUs. There are several communication methods implemented by vehicle manufacturers to communicate between various ECUs. The most widespread and commonly used are Controller Area Networks, CAN, and Local Interconnect Network, LIN.

CAN is generally the backbone of communication in vehicles, used to enable communication between the different ECUs of the vehicle. LIN is commonly used for enabling communication between peripherals, and between peripheral input/output devices and an ECU.

If applications are to be downloaded across multiple ECUs, and utilize signals from various different ECUs, a method of communicating through CAN and LIN may be needed. Both CAN and LIN will be described in sections 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2 respectively.
2. Background

Figure 2.2: Typical block diagram of an ECU

2.1.2.1 Controller Area Network

Controller Area Networks, CAN, was first introduced in February 1986 by Robert Bosch GmbH [34]. It has grown to become the most commonly used communication bus system in vehicles in Europe [35]. It is widely used as it boasts predictable timing behavior on communication transmissions [36].

CAN is a broadcast bus which uses deterministic collision resolution to control access to the bus [36]. If messages with multiple priorities are sent simultaneously, the message with the highest priority will always succeed; while a message with a lower priority will fail, know that it has failed, and try to send again. This is due to the CAN arbitration technique.

The CAN message ID field is used to decide which message gains access to the bus when collisions occur. If a message sends a ‘0’ then all stations watching the bus will observe a ‘0’. If multiple messages are sent simultaneously, any message containing ‘0’ gets sent. If a message that has a ‘1’ tries to send...
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against a message that has ‘0’, the later message will be sent. In effect the only
time a message with a ‘1’ will win an arbitration is if all messages being sent
send a ‘1’ at the same time. In effect the CAN bus acts like a large AND-gate.
Figure 2.3 depicts an arbitration race [37].

The CAN standards advanced collision protocols and transmission
predictability make it a desirable communication technique for system to
system communication in vehicles.

Local Interconnect Network

Local Interconnect Network, LIN, is a communication protocol widely
used in vehicles. It was developed by Audi, BMW, Daimler-Chrysler, Motorola,
Volcano, Volvo, and Volkswagen [35] to be an inexpensive network communication
method [38]. It was also designed with low power systems in mind and as
such includes mechanisms to send particular nodes in and out of “sleep” mode
to conserve energy [39].

LIN utilizes a solitary wire to implement the LIN communication bus,
as opposed to CANs twisted wire approach, and uses the vehicle chassis as the
return path for the current [40]. It is based on a master slave network, with a
capacity of up to 16 slaves, where master nodes are used to control the traffic
on the network and eliminate collisions [36].

LIN is smaller and generally slower than CAN and as such is only used
to connect peripherals to ECUs or to integrate actuators and sensors [40].
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2.2 Java

The world of third party applications today is built on Java. Java standard edition 7 has close to 4,000 standard class libraries, which represents a wealth of programming experience that could potentially be introduced to embedded systems [62]. The old Java motto of “Write once, run anywhere” has revolutionized software development and enabled developers to create highly portable software with minimum effort, but just far much does this motto hold when it comes to embedded systems?

Moves toward turning Java into a viable option for embedded systems development has already begun with The Real Time Specification for Java [63], RTSJ, that is a collection of specifications for real time applications developed for Java. Amongst other things, it specifies three types of tasks [64]:

1. Critical tasks that cannot be preempted.
2. High priority tasks that cannot tolerate unbounded preemption
3. Low priority tasks that can tolerate delays.

A more detailed insight into the specification is given in the book “Real Time Specification for Java” [65].

2.2.1 Java Virtual Machine

Java is at heart a virtual machine environment. This has advantages when developing software for embedded systems as it is possible to start developing and testing large parts of applications on desktops, without the need for hardware [66]. Java has the advantage of abstracting the software language from the hardware, increasing application portability. This has made embedded system developers begin to warm to Java over recent years [67]. Java applications run on top of a runtime environment which in the case of this thesis will be the K virtual machine.
2.2.2 K Virtual Machine

There are currently many Java virtual machines available aimed at small embedded devices. The trade-off between features and memory is a reoccurring theme throughout the offerings, and most commonly features can be disabled to reduce the memory footprint. After an analysis of the current Java virtual machines was made it was decided to use the K virtual machine, KVM, or Kilobyte virtual machine as it is also sometimes referred to.

The KVM is a run time environment aimed at devices with limited memory and processing power, that applications designed using a subset of Java classes can run on [68]. Oracles KVM was the JVM used for embedded devices before a newer and larger JVM called Hotspot [69] was introduced and replaced it. As KVM was aimed at older devices the memory footprint is quite low, approximately 30 Kilo bytes, and it has been successfully ported to many embedded devices.

2.2.3 Characteristics of Java Virtual Machines

The main characteristics of JVMs will now be discussed. The typical principal components of a JVM, and how the K Virtual Machine used in this thesis adapts or approaches these components, will be briefly summarized.

2.2.3.1 Development Flow

The normal development sequence when working with Java is to compile the source code and then the virtual machine verifies and interprets the Java byte code, however as the standard Java verifier is larger than KVM itself a different approach is undertaken. The verification step is split into two phases. The code is compiled and pre-verified on the host, and then the Java byte code is verified and interpreted in the KVM on the target device.
The Java Native Interface, JNI, is used to control the placement of objects in physical memory and to access input/output devices on the embedded system [70]. It is the interface that connects the JVM to the peripherals of the embedded device and allows access to outside signals from native applications. It is also a method to call native code from Java applications.

KVM does not utilize a JNI in an attempt to conserve memory. Instead it has its own K native interface which generates a native function table automatically at runtime. This native function table is contained in the “nativeFunctionTableWin.c” file.

Any object created by a Java application is stored on the JVM heap and there is no way to free these objects from memory directly from code [71]. That task falls to the Garbage Collector, GC, which is a task that runs and frees all unused objects from the heap.

The unpredictability of memory management due to not knowing when the GC will operate, and how much time it will take to complete, is one of the major issues when associating Java with real time systems [64]. If Java is to be successfully included in real time embedded systems then an approach to make the GC more predictable is needed. Even though real-time garbage collection is one feature that is not mandatory in the Real Time Specification for Java, RTSJ, [72] there are many methods and approaches to GC in place in today’s embedded Java world, some of which will now be discussed.

Stop the World

One method of garbage collection is a “Stop the world” approach. This stops every other Java task while the garbage collector works. If the garbage collector is then set to the highest priority, the worst case estimation time can be then estimated using the heap size [73].

Incremental Garbage Collection

Incremental garbage collection aims to be a less disruptive influence on tasks in the JVM. Its goal is to interweave garbage collections with tasks to prevent unbounded delays. This can introduce memory fragmentation.
Although some studies suggest memory fragmentation may not be such a big problem [74], these only take medium term programs into consideration, and do not sufficiently investigate the long term effects of memory allocation. There are hybrid approaches to combat this [75], and also some algorithms have been developed to specifically combat memory fragmentation [76].

**Parallel Real-Time Garbage Collection**

Parallel real-time garbage collection can be implemented on multi-core processor systems [77], but as this thesis’ focus is resource constrained systems, parallel garbage collection falls outside the scope of this paper.

**Region Based Memory Management**

Region based memory management [64] is an approach to combat unbounded blocking pauses to threads caused by GC. It works by creating a stack of regions, where objects are saved in regions based on their thread or method.

The advantage of this approach is that if it is combined with a traditional automatic GC, it can work quite well. Soft real time tasks use heap memory as normal, which is cleaned by the automatic GC, but hard real time systems allocate objects to a scoped memory region, which is released upon completion of the hard real time task. This means the automatic GC can be turned off when hard real time tasks are executing and the system becomes more predictable.

**Ravenscar-Java Profile**

Another approach is the Ravenscar-Java profile [78] which is a subset of the RTSJ that only allows the allocation of objects during a designated initialization phase. The disadvantage with this approach is that it is all done statically.

**K Virtual Machine GC**

The KVM approach is as expected, small and simple. It is based on a non-copying collector to save on memory and utilizes a mark and sweep algorithm [54]. As the GC is non-incremental it performs best with small heaps (30-512 Kilo bytes) as larger heaps would result in long GC periods.
Romization is a method where a memory image of the Java runtime environment is dumped from a deployment host and then copied onto the target device [79]. This has numerous advantages.

Firstly the startup time of the application will be reduced as no pre-compilation will be needed so the device is ready to use immediately. Secondly, Java class loading is computationally heavy and it is desirable to remove this process from resource constrained embedded systems. The Romization process can be utilized with the KVM, and as a result the “ROMjavaWin.c” is generated.

Java systems cannot be limited to purely periodic tasks and must have capabilities to handle aperiodic tasks. Usually systems have a mix of hard periodic tasks with soft aperiodic tasks. There must be an approach that preserves the deadlines of the hard periodic tasks while minimizing the soft aperiodic task response times and maximizing processor utilization.

One approach is to give all aperiodic tasks a lower priority than the hard periodic tasks, but while this is easy to implement, it does not address minimizing aperiodic response times. The more common approach is to implement a periodic task server [80]. Some server approaches include:

**Polling Server**

The Polling Server, PS, has identical features to a normal periodic task. It has access to a queue of aperiodic tasks and operates under the first in first out, FIFO, assumption. The main disadvantage of this approach is if a task is released just after the activation of the server task, it has to wait until the next activation period before being run. KVM uses the polling approach for event handling.

**Deferrable Server**

The Deferrable Server, DS, addresses the weakness of the PS. It keeps its capacity to execute aperiodic tasks even if the queue is empty. It can preempt lower priority tasks to execute but this violates the assumption that all aperiodic tasks are soft and shouldn’t preempt the hard real-time tasks of the system.

**Sporadic Server**

The Sporadic Server [81], SS, has an execution time it can consume.
2.3. Component Based Software Engineering

As automotive electronics increase in both size and complexity, it becomes advantageous that Component Based Software Engineering, CBSE, approaches are practiced in the vehicle industry. Breaking software up into reusable components helps reduce development time and system complexity.

CBSE has been used to successfully construct complex desktop applications, and as embedded systems get more complex it stands to reason that the approach should be investigated for the embedded world. CBSE is based on software components that are self contained tasks or functions, or a combination of other software components, that are used to construct a program by connecting together the components like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. Two CBSE approaches are AUTOSAR for which the FRESTA approach outlined in section

each period. If the aperiodic task queue is empty it delays activation until a task arrives. The capacity is restored based on the replenishment time and the replenishment amount. This server is theoretically the best [80] but also more complex to implement.

**Slack Stealing Approaches**

These approaches are based around calculating the amount of time a periodic task can be suspended without missing a deadline. It then uses this “slack” time to execute aperiodic tasks.

### 2.2.3.6 Java Green Tasks

Java green tasks are tasks created by a JVM without invoking any underlying Operating System, OS, capabilities. The JVM maps multiple Java threads to a single system thread [82].

Each Java thread is assigned a context with a program counter which informs which instruction is to run next, and a stack for thread variables and other bookkeeping tasks [83]. The Java threads share a common heap for dynamic objects [71].

Green threads, or tasks as they are also known, provide a useful function in that it becomes possible to dynamically create threads in a system where that functionality had not previously existed. Green threads provide a mechanism that could provide a solution to one of the obstacles in developing an application platform, as discussed earlier in section 2.4.
One of the main differences between AUTOSAR and the Volvo CE software platform is the communication protocols between the software components. In AUTOSAR communication between components is handled by a Virtual Functional Bus, VFB, where components send data to a virtual communication bus and it manages the software components connections and communication. Components do not need to know where other components are located when they are connected together.

The Volvo CE software platform approach differs as component ports must be connected together. An output port of a component must be connected to the input port of the desired component. This is implemented through the Integrated Development Environment, IDE, and does not have to be coded. Both approaches are discussed in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.1.

2.3.1 Automotive Open System Architecture

AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture, AUTOSAR, is a worldwide development partnership of car manufacturers, suppliers and other companies from the electronics, semiconductor and software industry [41]. AUTOSAR is a common set of language and methodology standards assembled to allow a global industry standard in all vehicle software development.

The standard is a framework where the application is composed from reusable components that can be embedded in a specific vehicle using a configuration scheme [42]. It decouples the basic software that needs to exist in all ECUs and can be standardized from the application software [42]. It was, according to the AUTOSAR consortium, already in use in 25 million ECUs in 2011. This figure is expected to rise to 300 million in 2016 [43, 44].

AUTOSAR is structured around a layered software architecture that contains three levels: the Basic SoftWare (BSW), a middleware called the RunTime Environment (RTE), and the Application SoftWare (ASW) [43, 44].

2.3.2 Volvo Software Platform

The Volvo CE software platform is a component based software architecture that runs on a real time operating system. It is similar in approach to AUTOSAR as it seeks to decouple hardware and software as much as possible. It strives to achieve this through CBSE which also introduces advantageous
properties like portability, and re-usability. The platform was designed to be simple to use, yet have enough features to adequately handle a complex embedded system. The overall goal is to make embedded systems as predictable and resource friendly as possible, and as such make the operating system desirable for complex embedded systems applications.

The Volvo CE software platform is based on three kernels as shown in Figure 2.4. The red kernel is used to manage red threads which are off-line assigned hard real time tasks. The green kernel handles interrupts in the system. The blue kernel handles the spare execution time left over from the red threads. Blue threads are also assigned off-line and utilize the leftover processor capacity after the red tasks have been scheduled.

There are two main phases when developing software for the platform. The first phase is developing in an integrated development environment, IDE, where all tasks, queues, schedules and software components are designed. The tasks are assigned priorities, periods and deadlines and connected together as desired.

The platforms IDE consists of four main parts:

1. Designer: This is the tool for graphically designing the components of the system.
2. Compiler: The compiler for the system.

The Volvo CE software platform uses modes to define the states a system goes through. For example an ECU could have a startup mode, followed by a running mode, and a termination mode. Each mode can be treated as a

![Volvo software platform kernels](image)
self contained application and depicts the operating conditions of the system for each state.

The second phase of the platform development process is to add functionality to the tasks. After the system is designed in the Volvo CE software component designer the relevant files are imported to a code development IDE, like Microsoft Visual Studio [45] or Eclipse [46], and task functionality is developed by adding code to the task shells auto-generated by the designer. The real time operating system is then imported and everything is compiled.

2.4 FRESTA

Federated Resilient Embedded Systems Technology for AUTOSAR [47], FRESTA, is a collaborative project between Volvo Group [48], Volvo Car [49], and the Swedish Institute of Computer Science [50], SICS, to open the computer systems of cars to the market of applications or “apps”. The goal of FRESTA is not to develop apps, but to develop a platform to turn automotive systems from closed developing environments into “platforms for innovations” [47]. The challenge presented is to give external suppliers the ability to develop apps that can easily be integrated into an automotive system, without the loss of the vehicle’s critical systems security or robustness.

The FRESTA platform works by putting a Java Virtual Machine, JVM, in an AUTOSAR software component. The JVM runs on a plug in run time environment [42] in an AUTOSAR component, and the JVM then handles the plug in applications [51] through the use of Java green threads. The basic FRESTA component diagram is represented in Figure 2.5. The Volvo CE software platform is similar to AUTOSAR with the same ideological structure and design principles, meaning that the FRESTA platform should be easily ported.

Java green threads, or threads, are user level threads implemented without the need of underlying operating system capabilities [52]. This is an ideal scenario as it allows applications downloaded from a secure server by the JVM to be dynamically assigned to tasks without changing the off-line schedule. The JVM is assigned to a large Volvo CE software platform blue task before runtime and then the JVM can create Java green tasks within this Volvo CE software platform blue task as required. The underlying operating system still views the JVM as a single Volvo CE software platform blue task, even though the task could consist of several Java green tasks as represented in Figure 2.6.

Java green threads have three different priority levels: high, medium
Figure 2.5: FRESTA component diagram

Figure 2.6: Volvo platform timing example
and low [53]. All the active threads are kept in a simple linked list and threads execute on the basis of highest priority first [54]. This is not the most optimum scheduling algorithm for threads and limits the scope of scheduling many tasks or applications with different priority levels, however its simplicity contributes to a lower overall memory footprint. Green threads are discussed in more detail in section 2.2.3.6.

The FRESTA platform is in an advanced stage of development and has already been ported to a Raspberry Pi [55] for testing [56]. It has also been shown that Java can be successfully integrated into AUTOSAR [57].

The implementation goal of this thesis was to port the FRESTA platform to a Volvo CE software component, and develop an app to test the porting. The thesis goal was to take a JVM and put it in a software component. The first goal was to choose a JVM with a small enough memory overhead to fit in an ECU. The JVM should ideally have the ability to create and manage green threads, and be open-source. These criteria lead to a straight choice between two JVMs; the Kilobyte Virtual Machine [58], KVM, originally developed by Sun and then Oracle [59], or Squawk [60] which is an open source project hosted on java.net [61].

The K virtual machine was chosen as there exists a greater catalog of support documentation which is vital when it comes to completing a project in a short to medium timescale. The disadvantages with using the KVM was that it uses an older version of Java so it is not future proof, but as a technical exercise to investigate the viability of running a JVM in a resource limited embedded system it fits the profile perfectly.

The second goal of the thesis was to design an application to test the porting. A simple application to flash a light on the dashboard would be the starting goal for an application with scope for enhancing the application to a more useful real world application.
This chapter describes the porting process to port a Java Virtual Machine to a Volvo CE platform software component.
3. Porting a JVM to a Volvo CE Software Component

3.1 Porting Strategy

Porting is a term used to describe the modification of a software platform to integrate with an environment in which it may not have been originally designed to operate. In the case of this thesis the Federated Resilient Embedded Systems Technology for AUTOSAR, FRESTA, plug and play platform for software applications, more specifically the Java K virtual machine (KVM) component, was ported to a Volvo CE software component.

3.1.1 Volvo CE Software Platform Dilemma

As discussed in section 2.3.2, the Volvo CE software platform is an off-line scheduled system. The big problem with introducing applications into an off-line scheduled system is that the operating system usually does not have the capability to dynamically create tasks. This means either creating tasks pre-runtime to assign to applications as they are downloaded, or including a mechanism to create tasks during runtime.

The first approach would mean a limit on the number of applications that an Electronic Control Unit, ECU, could run. It would introduce a memory limit on designing applications as applications could not exceed the assigned task size designated to application tasks. Another disadvantage would be potential memory waste. If an application was smaller than the memory assigned to a task for an application, then there would be unused leftover memory, and in embedded systems all memory is crucial.

The second option is to include a mechanism to dynamically create tasks when required for applications and is the main reason why a Java virtual machine was chosen to port to a Volvo CE software component. The Java green task mechanism described in section 2.2.3.6 that is used in Java Virtual Machines, JVMs, is ideally suited for dynamically creating tasks as tasks are created without invoking the underlying Operating System, OS. This would eliminate the disadvantages of the aforementioned first approach.

The disadvantage with the second approach is that the applications could become slower, or lag if too many applications are downloaded to the JVM. Given the advantages and disadvantages of both methods it was decided to progress with the second approach.
3.1.2 Initial Porting Plan

The initial porting plan was to split the KVM component into four modes as depicted in Figure 3.1.

1. Start-Up: The initial startup phase of the KVM. The KVM is initialized.
2. Runtime: The runtime mode of the KVM. The main operating mode of the KVM.
3. Termination: The termination mode of the KVM. How the KVM shuts down.
4. Error state: The error state. What happens if an error occurs during startup, runtime or initialization mode.

Within the KVM component there are two main software components as depicted in Figure 3.2. The first is to handle the threads, the second to handle the download of Java applications. As the target ECU in this thesis does not have the ability to download applications, that component will be ignored for now, but should be included in future work.

3.1.2.1 Thread Management Component

The Volvo CE software platform firstly schedules all the red tasks according to their periods to ensure each task meets its deadline. The leftover utilization time is given to blue tasks. Blue tasks can have a priority from 1-15, 15 being the highest, with the OS using priority 1 and priority 2 for idle tasks.
Ideally the blue task containing the JVM should have a task priority of 3 or 4 so that it does not interfere with other higher priority blue tasks scheduled in the ECU, but will have preference over the idle tasks of priority 1 or 2, ensuring that it is not starved of processing time.

Inside the main JVM component contains a thread management component to manage the threads. The thread management component as depicted in Figure 3.3 is based on the Real Time Specification for Java, RTSJ, assumption that there are three types of tasks in a real time system [84]. The three types of tasks assumed are: hard real time tasks that should not be preempted, soft real time tasks that can be preempted, but not for an unbounded amount of time, and non real time tasks that have no hard or soft timing requirement.

This principle compliments the Java green task mechanism used by the KVM JVM as Java green threads can have three priority levels. Application threads will be assigned to the three priority Java green threads. The RTSJ also assumes a preemptive garbage collector, GC, so the standard cannot be fully implemented as part of this thesis, but having the component structure in place for upgrading the JVM to a professional light weight JVM in the future would be preferable.

### 3.1.3 Final Porting Plan

Due to project timing constraints it was decided to firstly implement just a single mode, single component JVM, and time permitting extend the design to the complete initial plan.

This component would be initiated be a button press which would initialize the KVM and run a preloaded application. The plan was to try and make things as simple as possible to complete the project successfully and on time.
3.2. Porting Implementation

This section will discuss the process undertaken to port the KVM to a Volvo CE platform software component. The major decisions taken and implementation approach will be discussed in the following sections.

3.2.1 Development Environment

The port of the KVM immediately presented several obstacles. The first decision was to chose an Integrated Development Environment, IDE, as the Volvo CE software platform, KVM, and ECU simulator code are all developed using different development environments.

Volvo CE software platform components are developed in a specialized IDE, and then code to add functionality to the components is generally developed through Eclipse. However as the ECU simulator is based on code developed in Microsoft Visual Studio, MVS, MVS had to be the IDE of choice. The Volvo CE software platform components and functionality code for the human machine interface, HMI, ECU and the KVM code was then added to a MVS project.
3. Porting a JVM to a Volvo CE Software Component

3.2.2 Starting the Virtual Machine

The default main file included in the KVM is configured for command line startup. KVM is called from the command line, with the options of:

1. Adding a class path of an application to run.

2. Including the debugger code.

3. Defining the heap size.

To start the KVM without using the command line, the code simply needs to call the “StartJVM()” function with the appropriate arguments.

3.2.2.1 Defining the Heap Size

The heap size must be larger than 16 kilobytes, and less than 64 megabytes - the maximum heap size allowed by the Garbage Collector, GC. In reality the GC is optimized for small heaps so if the heap size exceeds a few megabytes the GC pauses will become longer. If no heap size is defined it runs at a default 256 bytes.

An estimate of the memory available to the KVM was needed to decide what size to set the heap for a successful porting. Volvo CE has a tool that analyzes the amount of memory an ECU application takes up on an ECU and displays the quantity of remaining memory on the ECU. This tool was used to estimate the free memory on the ECU, and the heap size was set accordingly.

3.2.2.2 Debugging mode

One of the goals of the thesis was to keep the memory footprint as small as possible and for that reason the debugging mode was set to ‘OFF’ as default.
3.2. Porting Implementation

### 3.2.2.3 Loading Applications in the KVM

The KVM comes with two main methods of loading applications. The first is passing the class path of the application through the command line. The other option is through using an optional Java Application Manager, JAM, feature which is also equipped to handle the loading of multiple applications downloaded from the internet or secured server.

Passing arguments through the command line was not a viable implementation option as the KVM will be initiated through a button press. JAM is a feature must be enabled and incorporated in the long term, as the project progresses to include the capability of downloading applications from the a secured server. The ECU in this thesis however, did not have the ability to connect to a secured server so the setting up and usage of JAM falls outside the scope of this particular thesis.

This meant that an alternative method was needed. The approach undertaken was to pre-load the applications as class files at compilation time and hard code the KVM to run the application of choice as default.

### 3.2.3 Setting up KVM defaults

Every time a KVM is ported it must include several port specific files [85]. These files are used to define the KVM functionality and characteristics desired. These files will now be discussed in more detail.

**machine_md.h**

This file was used to declare the system processor architecture and definitions. Definitions and Macros included in this file override any included in the “main.h” file.

**runtime.h/runtime_md.c**

These files are used for port specific functions. Functions to warn the user in case of errors, functions to initialize the KVM or modify the file or class operations can be found here.
3.3 Porting Observations

A number of observations were drawn from the porting work of the thesis. First of all, the coding required in this effort was minimal. Setting some defaults and customization values, and pointing the software component to the KVM is all that was needed. Getting the KVM operational, and adapting a developing environment to integrate the JVM with the Volvo CE software platform required the vast majority of effort.

3.3.1 Challenges

As stated previously the greatest challenges involved were to get the KVM operational, and to find a developing environment suitable to both platforms. Firstly getting the KVM up and running proved trickier than anticipated. The KVM is an old technology, with the last update almost half a decade ago. Building the KVM required “Makefile” functions available in the Windows XP platform but which are no longer supported by Windows Vista and newer versions of Windows. A version of Cygwin [86] was installed with the required “Makefile” functionality to overcome this and the KVM was built. The linux version of KVM was never fully investigated as the Volvo CE software platform used for the thesis was based in Windows.

KVM came with a Microsoft VS, MVS, project file that could be loaded to modify the code. This was a Microsoft VS 6 project file, an old version of MVS, but luckily MVS 12 converts older MVS projects to the newer project format with relative ease. Two of the files included in this project file, “nativeFunctionTableWin.c” described in section 2.2.3.2 and “ROMjavaWin.c” described in section 2.2.3.4, are not included with the project file and must be built through the KVM “Makefile” build process before the MVS project file becomes usable.

Working with the code of an Electronic Control Unit, ECU, was another challenge faced in this project. As discussed in section 2.1.1 ECUs are increasing in complexity and lines of code. Normally when beginning with a new software platform a simple “Hello, World” program is the starting point. With the Volvo CE software platform a simple “Hello, World” is not simple.

Integrating the OS required for the specific ECU with the software components is challenging. The most accessible starting point was a demo
application of an ECU which, even though stripped of any unnecessary functionality, was a substantially sized application. Gaining the understanding required to modify some functionality was non trivial.

### 3.3.2 Related Porting Work

During the investigative phase of the thesis a number of similar porting efforts was uncovered. Some of the more interesting and related portings are listed below. The porting efforts of note include:

**Kaffe ported to L4:**
This was an attempt to port the Kaffe Java virtual machine to the L4 microkernel platform runnin a Dresden Real-Time Operating System [87]. It is worthy of mention as it uses a thread mapping approach as opposed to using green threads.

**AUTOSAR ported to Raspberry Pi:**
This porting work consisted of documenting the experiences of porting AUTOSAR to an embedded system, the Raspberry Pi [88,89].

**Java in AUTOSAR:**
This paper documents the porting of the KESO KVM to AUTOSAR with the goal of enabling Java development in an AUTOSAR environment [90].

### 3.3.3 Evaluation

The overall goal of the FRESTA project is to enable vehicles with a platform for Java application development. The goal of this thesis was to port the FRESTA platform to the Volvo CE software platform. Selecting a suitable Java virtual machine, and then getting it operational was time consuming and meant that the thesis only progressed to working with an ECU desktop simulator, as opposed to in a full vehicle.

A number of issues remain to be resolved to complete the porting to a vehicle. This porting thesis work was solely aimed at including a JVM component on a single ECU. Efforts are required to extend the work to include several ECUs via the CAN communication discussed in section 2.1.2.1. An investigation into which signals should be made available for Java applications
should also be conducted, and a study on what effect sending extra CAN messages from applications have on the overall security and robustness of the vehicle communication systems.

Away from the technical challenges of porting the platform, a safety investigation is required to study the impact that extra applications will have on the operators of vehicles. The potential gain from including apps in vehicles should not interfere with, or decrease, the concentration levels of vehicle operators.
This chapter describes application development for the Java virtual machine that was ported to the ECU.
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4.1 Application Development

This chapter will now detail the Java application development process undertaken to design Java applications to test the porting. The decision process, application structure, and implementation challenges will be discussed.

The basic idea was to develop a simple application, app, to test if the porting was successful. It is not within the scope of the thesis to develop a technically challenging app, just a simple application to prove the viability of the porting. With this in mind it was chosen to develop a simple app to flash a parking brake light on a display connected to the human machine interface electronic control system, HMI ECU. A button press would call a Volvo CE software platform component, which would call the KVM, which would run a basic app. This app would be the proof of concept, and show that the porting was possible.

A second app with a never-ending loop would be designed to test if other HMI functionality was disrupted by the running Java app. Ideally an application should run without interfering with, or blocking any other process in the ECU.

4.1.1 Human Machine Interface ECU

The target Electronic Control Unit, ECU, for this thesis was the Human Machine Interface, HMI, ECU. An example of the various input/output mechanisms in a typical HMI ECU is depicted in Figure 4.1. The HMI is the interface between the user and the vehicle with input stalks and buttons, and output screens and dials.

Processing Power:
The processing power in typical HMI units comes from the Central Processing Unit, CPU, of the ECU. This CPU usually comes in the form of a microcontroller. The unit commonly has multiple memory types with flash, external read only memory, RAM, and EEPROM frequently available.

Communication:
The typical HMI ECU connects to an instrument cluster and an information display and has input/output stalks, along with a keypad, that typically communicates via LIN. The HMI module generally communicates with other ECUs via CAN.
4.2. Application Implementation

The following sections will describe the implementation considerations undertaken while developing a simple Java app to test the porting. The structure of the application will be discussed in section 4.2.1, followed by the class handling method in section 4.2.2, and finally a method to call native code is discussed in section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Application Structure

The basic structure of the application is similar to most mobile phone developed apps [68]. There are three main sections to the app as depicted in Figure 4.2. They are:

![Typical HMI electronic control unit block diagram](image)
1. **startApp**: This is the class called to begin the application and run the main application code.

2. **pauseApp**: This is called when the app is paused, like closing background activities or record stores.

3. **destroyApp**: Cleanup anything that the garbage collector wouldn’t necessarily manage.

### 4.2.2 Preloading Applications

Preloading apps into the KVM, or romizing, is the process where all the core classes are preprocessed into an image form. This image is then burned into ROM where the classes appear to be preloaded and linked. The normal build process for the KVM is as follows:

1. The core classes, and any classes that are added to the classes source folder, are built into a zipped file “classes.zip”.

2. The makefile in the Java Code Compact, JCC, directory extracts any unneeded classes from the zip, and creates a new zip file.

3. The new zip is then processed into a C source file called “ROMJavaWin.c” which will be compiled and linked into the KVM.

### 4.2.3 Calling Native OS Functionality

Usually when developing applications in Java, access to the underlying operating system is through the Java Virtual Machine Java Native Interface, JVM JVI, however the KVM has forfeited this functionality to keep the overall...
memory footprint as small as possible.

This means that instead of being able to write a mixture of Java and Native code in applications and expecting the JVM to manage it, all native code must be included in the build process. In the desktop application world this may be seen as a disadvantage, but in automotive electronics this is a very advantageous property. It ensures that Java applications will only have access to the native code functions included by developers at build time, sandboxing the KVM and only giving access to underlying OS signals that the original equipment manufacturer, OEM, decides are safe.

The KVM grants access to the underlying OS by building native code files into a native table c file called “nativeFunctionTable.c” at build time. The steps undertaken to access Native code from KVM will now be discussed.

**Naming Convention:**

The first consideration when writing functions to allow access to native code is the name of the class. The KVM has a specific naming convention for files that are to be built into the native table.

All files must start with “Java_” and include the class path with periods replaced by underscores. The name of the method must also be included. So a native method called “print”, that was part of a class with a class path of “nativeClasses.printClass” would have to be called “Java_nativeClasses_printClass_print”.

**Include files:**

The native code file must include the “global.h” file. This is because it contains functionality that the native code may need to reference.

The “global.h” file includes methods of passing arguments to and from native code functions. This functionality is described in more detail in Topley2002 [53].

**Java Arguments:**

Arguments are not passed in and out of functions in the usual way, instead they are pushed and popped to and from the stack using methods declared in the “global.h” file. To access an argument in a native function the Java argument is popped from the stack, and to return values from the native function they are pushed onto the stack.

It is important and all Java arguments passed to the native function are popped before the function returns. If they are not it could cause the KVM to crash [53].
Volvo CE ECU Simulator

The Volvo CE Electronic Control Unit, ECU, simulator is an emulator used to replicate ECU software performance in a desktop environment without the need of a physical ECU. This was an incredibly useful software, as testing an application in a desktop environment is less time consuming than debugging the actual hardware. Having a virtual prototype can greatly speed up the development process.

The Volvo CE simulator comes with a checkbox option manager to choose ECU functionality. Multiple options are available to manipulate the ECU behavior as can be seen in Figure 4.3. The settings can be changed simply by changing the relevant check-box. This is a practical method of swiftly changing various ECU functionality, without the need to search through thousands of lines of code and manually change flags to enable the desired process.

The Volvo CE simulator works by adding ECU project files to the Volvo CE simulator directories. The system is based on a server client architecture with each ECU as a client. The drawback of the simulator is that it does not emulate a real-time environment, i.e. the systems processing speed, but rather an approximation.

The porting work carried out in this thesis was developed using the Volvo CE simulator as a platform to verify functionality. It was advantageous to have the ability to quickly test code to confirm performance after development.
4.3. Volvo CE ECU Simulator

4.3.1 The Volvo CE Simulator Graphical User Interface

The Volvo CE simulator generates a heads up Graphical User Interface, GUI, as can be seen in Figure 4.4. The simulator GUI is used to visually confirm that the relevant ECU is operating as expected after adding modifying the system code as described in section 4.3.3. This is a simple way to quickly test and verify ECU functionality without having the actual ECU hardware present.

There is an emulated keypad to the left of the GUI which is used to simulate input from a user, and a selection of dials and LEDs to demonstrate ECU activities. The emulator can be put into gear, the desired speed in kilometers per hour, and the speedometer dial increases to the desired speed. There is also a sub-menu in the bottom corner to show CAN messages sent to other ECUs. This will be useful when the system is extended to include Java virtual machines across multiple ECUs. The CAN messages transmitted and received can be tracked through this useful menu.

The aim of the application developed to test the porting was to flash the parking break LED on the row of LEDs under the speedometer, by clicking one of the emulated buttons on the left hand side of the GUI. The button to be pressed and the LED in question is depicted in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.4: The Volvo CE simulator GUI
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The Volvo CE simulator also includes a display screen, similar to the LCD display on an actual vehicle, that is shown in Figure 4.5. This display is used to convey error messages, along with general functions like time and date. The screen is used to display a menu and has capabilities of checking various system functions. The display is interfaced through the input buttons seen on the left hand side of Figure 4.4.

The Volvo CE simulator is based on Microsoft Visual Studio, MVS, projects, so the ECU code to be simulated has to be in that format. To run the simulator the relevant ECU MVS project is included in the correct Volvo CE simulator directory. The Volvo CE simulator then emulates the ECU behavior based on the software project added to the directory.

The functionality of the new code is then tested by observing how the system reacts under different inputs from either the emulated buttons, or the check box options described in section 4.3. If the system does not behave as expected the code can be modified and the simulations run again.
The goal of the simulation part of the porting was to develop the system so that a button pressed would call the KVM which would call an application to flash a LED on the heads-up GUI. Button ‘X’ was chosen as the button as it did not have any operations assigned to it as default, and the parking brake LED was chosen as the LED to be flashed, as depicted on Figure 4.6.
This chapter discusses the observed results and conclusions drawn from the investigative work.
5. Results and Conclusions

5.1 Results

The applications show that it is possible to enable an Electronic Control Unit, ECU, to run Java applications without disrupting vehicle functionality. Although the application was only a flashing LED, it could easily be enhanced to turn on the vehicle headlights or one that can utilize other signals.

As an example the application could possibly be extended into an application that connects to the internet, checks if the weather is overcast in the area and automatically turns on the headlights. Alternatively an app could be developed to communicate with the vehicle Global Positioning System, GPS, and turn on the vehicle indicator in advance as it comes to junctions on the route. The possibilities are endless.

5.2 Future Work

There is a lot of potential for future work with regards to the thesis work. Firstly the entire porting should be subjected to an exhaustive testing process. There is also scope to conduct a study on safety, not just in the safety of the system itself, but how users interact with the extra applications added to vehicles and if the added distraction of the applications contributes to an excessive distraction to the vehicle operator.

The porting plan applied in this project should be extended to incorporate the full porting plan initially envisaged in section 3.1.2. At the beginning of the thesis a decision was made to use the K virtual machine as the Java Virtual Machine, JVM, of choice for the thesis porting. During the months that followed project FRESTA decided that the Squawk virtual machine mentioned in section 2.4 may be a preferable alternative so an investigation into porting Squawk may be required.

This project focused on a single ECU, and it could be extended to add JVMs to multiple ECUs. This would involve studying if applications could be spread over several ECU’s, and if so how would communication happen. The communication would most likely be over the Controller Area Network, CAN, described in section 2.1.2.1, but how would the extra CAN traffic introduced by applications effect the overall communication systems in the vehicles.
5.3. Conclusions

5.2.1 Volvo CE Software Platform

This thesis was based on the older Volvo CE software platform. However there is a newer version of the platform available and one of the areas of future work would be adapting the porting to run on the latest platform.

5.2.2 Computing Power Increments

ECUs are gaining more memory and more processing power with each passing year. This means that there will be increasing amounts of memory available to implement better garbage collection algorithms, and enough memory to have a fully preemptive garbage collector. Better and more predictable JVMs could be studied and implemented as more computing power becomes available.

5.3 Conclusions

At the beginning of the thesis a number of questions were asked. Given the research conducted a number can now be answered.

“How will Java survive in resource constrained embedded systems?”

Although the viability of Java virtual machines has been proved to an extent in this thesis work, there is still a way to go before real time Java can be used in hard real time resource constrained embedded systems. The main reasoning behind this conclusion is that the Garbage Collector, GC, technology available today is not quite predictable enough.

The pre-study phase of this project uncovered a number of professional lightweight virtual machines that could boast a fully preemptive garbage collector, but further study revealed that there are still sections where the GC cannot be preempted. These sections do however have a Worst Case Execution Time, WCET, so the question becomes “Does the advantages the GC provides - no memory leaks etc. - justify developing embedded systems in Java at the expense of processing time for the GC and longer WCETs for hard real time tasks?”. That would come down to the system requirements for different
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Of course one option would be to disable the GC and follow the Ravenscar profile detailed in section 2.2.3.3. This profile strives to minimize the use of dynamically created objects amongst other things, but rather than introducing limitations to creating applications perhaps the best approach would be to find a feasible approach to overcome the disadvantages of the GC given the tremendous advantages.

“Porting a full version of Java with all the capabilities of those used in desktop computers, or modern mobile phones, is out of the question due to memory and processor constraints, so how does embedded Java fair?”

The answer is quite well. There are constraints introduced due to a limited number of classes in the JVM, its not the full Java set of classes on a desktop, but there are enough to develop useful applications. Another solution would be to use a different JVM with more classes available.

“Is the subset of classes available to embedded Java enough to entice third party developers to design applications?”

This question was partly answered above but to expand a little - developers should not look at the limitation of classes available as a disadvantage, rather a design challenge. The fact that not all Java classes are available is also a timely reminder that the application is being developed for an embedded system, and as such a little constraint may be needed. i.e. An application should not be overly resource hungry, or excessively intrusive that it causes an exorbitant distraction to the user.

“How does including Java in a resource constrained hard real time embedded system effect predictability and overall security of the system?”

In the design approach taken by the FRESTA platform, the answer is not at all. The JVM is sandboxed from all other important signals. As the KVM is running in a lower priority task than all hard real time tasks in the system, it does not have a negative impact on predictability or overall security of the system. The applications themselves will never be hard real time tasks in this environment, as the JVM is running in a lower priority task, but there is still great potential to develop innovative applications for the system.

“Is it feasible to have deterministic Java in resource constrained hard real time embedded systems?”

There is evidence that embedded Java virtual machines, especially the professional expensive JVMs, are quite close to having deterministic Java. The
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A solution available is a mostly preemptive garbage collector that has small, deterministic, stop the world parts. For these systems the WCET of every task is increased by the estimated bounding time of the GC.

Fully introducing unrestricted Java means introducing a GC of some type, which means extra processing time is needed. This is an obvious disadvantage as every resource is crucial in embedded systems, but the advantages gained over not including a GC makes a strong case for deterministic Java. A system that can almost never break due to memory errors is quite advantageous, and that asset is one that may make developers in the future consider embedded Java a little more strongly.

5.3.1 Final Synopsis

The thesis set out to investigate some of the questions associated with integrating a platform for Java application development in a resource constrained embedded system. The answers revealed that it is possible to include the mechanism and that the platform could go some way to alleviating many of the disadvantages concerned with mixed criticality systems in vehicles.

The Java founding motto of “Write once, run anywhere” has revolutionized desktop software development and mobile phone development by enabling developers to create highly portable software with minimum effort, but if the Java virtual machine, JVM, of choice was the K virtual machine this motto would be broken as Java applications developed for mobile phones would have to be modified to run with the reduced class library of the K virtual machine.

The way around this could be by choosing a different Java virtual machine like Squawk, or a professionally licensed JVM that includes a full library of Java classes. Overall including Java as a programming language of choice is quickly becoming more of an option as embedded system resources grow and JVMs become smaller and more efficient.
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- **Volvo Software Platform v2.4.4**: Component based software development IDE.
- **Oracle K Virtual Machine v1.1**: A Java Virtual Machine aimed at resource constrained embedded systems.
- **Eclipse 'Juno'**: Software development IDE used to develop FRESTA platform.
- **Microsoft Visual Studio 12**: Used to integrate KVM and ECU code.
- **FRESTA**: App enabling environment.
- **Volvo CE Simulator v2.2.1**: Simulation tool for ECU development.
- **TexWorks v0.4.3**: All official documentation were produced using LaTeX and TexWorks.
- **TimesTool v1.3 beta**: Mode diagrams were constructed using TimesTool.
- **Microsoft Project and Visio**: All project planning was done using Microsoft project and Visio.
- **Windows 7 and Windows Vista**: Development was carried out on windows OS platforms.
- **Cygwin GNU bash, version 4.1.10(4)-release (i686-pc-cygwin)**: A set of tools to provide a Unix-like environment for Microsoft Windows.